
PART-A 

Foreword :- The scarcity of good quality education in Rae Bareli gave birth of this school to fulfill  

the need of the society by developing a complete human being under the noble guidance of well  

educated & talented teachers. 

1- Aims and Curricular Areas of Education :- The schools are the miniature of the society  

and the students are the image of the school. Therefore, our school emphasizes on all those basic 

measures which signifies a new theme & valuable thought to generate a good academic environment 

among the future talents of our nation. 
 School aims at creating a truly enlightened community providing a deep sense of moral, social 

mental, spiritual, education value besides stability & security for boys & girls & girls in their pursuit 

of excellence in all field & the life itself. 

- Helping each students to unfold & develop his/her talents providing meaningful education by 

instilling patriotic special &ethical values to make him/her a responsible citizen. 

- Character building through extensive exposure to wide range of extra curricular & outward 

bound activities toward their studies by demonstrating a play way method. 

- Develop a comparative feeling among the student by inserting general knowledge, current 

affairs etc. through stories & create in them a zest for meaningful leaning. 

- Relentlessly arouse their esthetic sense & inculcate habits of personal as well as social hygiene 

for a happy & healthy life. 

- Create a sense of brotherhood, love and & affection among the entire students by telling them 

all aspects of our rich Indian heritage, culture & tradition. 

- Train them to enjoy leisure through healthy recreational activities & to channelize their energies 

toward creativity & self actualization. 

- Promote a strong feeling of saving animals, forests, natural resources and environment. 

- The outlook is secular with a liberal enlightened, cultural background which is essentially 

Indian. 

2- School Stages–Logic and Design :- Today with the hard labour of entire JPS Parivaar known 

for their honest teaching able guidance & parental care for all students without any discriminations has 

entrusted strong belief of the parents in the school. Its affiliated to CBSE New Delhi. 

 The classes run from Nursery to class XII with all sort of best facilities and faculties for entire 

classes according to their level of standard & knowledge. 

3- Approach to Learning Standards, Pedagogy, content and Assessment across Stages :-

Though we try our level best to meticulous with our tots but we can not ignore the fact that the overall 

development of all child largely depends on two stakeholders. Teachers and parents together they play 

an important role in ensuring the parents together they play an important role in ensuring the holistic 

development of a child. Consistent parent-teacher communication and understanding can set the base 

for a child’s success. So, we need to lay a strong foundation to derive the best learning outcomes. 

After investing more than two decades with students a change glared that present era’s child is 

neither connected with teachers nor with parent. They are either influenced by their peer pressure or 

digital world. This is creating a gap between which can be bridged by our guidance and support. 

Today’s child doesn’t listen to preaching they understand logic. So, we have to practice everything 

ourselves before we ask them to do. 

PART-B 
1- Foundation State :- In the pursuit for materialistic  gains, man’s moral values are fading away 

that is why is today’s world, it is easy-to find brilliant scientists mathematicians engineers, doctors or 

politicians but a good human being is rare. The humanitarians are very much concerned about the 

present state of the society. There is definitely a need for reforming it. 

 To bring an awareness of these valuable etiquettes, manners, discipline, affections & respect for 

elders among boys & girls. This school was started with a pious soul. Our sole objective has been to 

awaken in children the sense of right & wrong good & evil by the best efforts of our developed loyal 

& dedicated teachers through didactic examples anecdotes & day to day incidents from life to spread a 

healthy message door to door at every home in the society.  



 As we know that these children are the future architects of our nation & tomorrow they will 

take the shape as they are molded today. So the selection of a good school in present scenario of a 

competitive professionalism is very typical task for a parent or guardian. But it is grace of divine 

almighty to this school since the beginning that it has an endeavor to inculcate these principles. 

 We feel pride to observe a keen amply rewarded if parents could collaborate their true & honest 

advices to the school during our needs so that children view the surrounding world not merely as 

observes but as an active & successful participant to understand a clear picture of God given duties, as 

a member of the family, school & nation under your noble suggestions to improve our qualities day to 

day. 

Education Pattern 
 This school provides best education by the trained & well educated teachers in all fields like 

Mathematics, Science, Social Science, Arts, Physical & Vocational Subjects like Information 

Technology by class room teaching as well as practical’s in the labs and open fields.  

Secondary Stage – Grades 11 and 12  
 The students are assessed very minutely on the basis of their knowledge and performance in 

various fields and given grades as per the norms of C.B.S.E. by conducting various tests & Exams 

with Practical’s & oral Viva etc. 

Cross-Cutting Themes  
 The school motivates every child to develop their inner talents & helps in exposing their  

hidden qualities best to their potentials and can express it without any fear before all through their best 

presentation.  

 The Teachers create an effective teaching environment through their best guidance & 

counselling without any discrimination to all students. 

Present Dexture to Future Themes 
 Keeping the Commitment  of spreading high qualitative education the school emphasizes on the 

main objectives i.e. 

 Development of deep sense of Moral, Social, Mental, Spiritual  Knowledge of culture besides 

stability in their pursuit of excellence in all competitive Fields. 

 Noble character buildings through extensive exposure to a wide range of extra curricular and 

out ward bound activities through regimental divisions of these students. 

 Teaching through play-way funs, open fields, swings, yoga, computers and extra – curricular 

activities. Paper cutting work, craft and art designing and supplementary useful productive 

work is enhanced at every age group. Big play grounds for various sports like cricket, Kho-

Kho, Kabaddi, badminton, Volleyball, hardball etc are the point of attraction of our school. 

 The school provides a big activity hall for Music, Yoga & CCA etc. and properly ventilated 

well furnished composite science laboratory, Library cum reading room & Mathematics 

workshop to all students alongwith a well furnished full phased separate laboratory for Physics, 

Chemistry & Biology. 

PART-C 
1- Ensuring an Appropriate Environment for Learning :-  The campus of JPS Public School is 

unique Shanti Niketan for all children entering into the gate as they are trained deeply to pay 

regards to their teachers, parents and all elder through the unique ideas of secularism & 

brotherhood irrespective of their caste creed, colour & religion. 

The school provides an environment through Assembly speeches, Effective classroom 

teachings specially with light weighted bag on their shoulders of only three subjects in a day to 

promote their development at a valuable period when their growth is rapid and they are ready to 

avail themselves of new techniques & opportunities which are never possible at home side. 

2- Pupil Teacher Ratio:- 20:1  is the ratio followed by the school in each class which creates a 

natural environment of best teaching in all classes & Students listen to their teacher very 

carefully & understands well to present themselves before others. 

3- Enabling and Empowering Teachers :- The teachers are Trained time to time with the help of 

various Webinars and programmes organised by C.B.S.E for the empowerment of the teachers 



& enabling them to make fully aware with the latest mode of teaching and keeping them 

regularly up dated and up graded with the current themes of the Education. 

4- Role of academic and Administrative Functionaries :- The role of academic & 

administrative functionaries can easily be understood by these four different steps adopted by 

the school. 

Mission  
As per the new Education Policy Every Child above year three, must be a part of  

“SCHOOL CHALO ABHIYAAN” to fulfill the dream for the literacy moment by  

our Government through the schools, where the child must be educated &  

literally taught well to become a complete human being. 

Belief  
Students are the building blocks,  

Their career is foundation. 

Teachers are the connecting pastes, 

Who shapes the into nation. 

Philosophy 
Life is not for material enjoyment, but for obtaining real education. 

Teaching does not mean to teach any student merely A for apple B for Bat, 

But to teach them to behave in such a manner as generally they do not behave. 

Dream 
Appreciation for even least success and confession for any mischief  

or failure are the strong beliefs of the school,  

So please let us work together with a ‘Sharp Vision’ watching the day to day  

activities of your ward to fulfill our dreams in making him/her a complete personality. 

 

 

  


